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Guide to Food Safety and Quality During Transportation: Controls, Standards and PracticesAcademic Press, 2014

	Guide to Food Safety and Quality During Transportation provides a sound foundation for the improvement of the transportation sector responsible for the movement of food. While food safety agencies have been focused on producer, processor, retail, and restaurant food safety, the industry that moves the food has been largely overlooked....
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Jenkins 2: Up and Running: Evolve Your Deployment Pipeline for Next Generation AutomationO'Reilly, 2018

	
		Design, implement, and execute continuous delivery pipelines with a level of flexibility, control, and ease of maintenance that was not possible with Jenkins before. With this practical book, build administrators, developers, testers, and other professionals will learn how the features in Jenkins 2 let you define pipelines as code,...
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Pregnant in the Time of Ebola: Women and Their Children in the 2013-2015 West African Epidemic (Global Maternal and Child Health)Springer, 2019

	
		This comprehensive account of the deadliest Ebola outbreak in history examines its devastating effects on West Africa’s most vulnerable populations: pregnant women and children. Noted experts across disciplines assess health care systems’ responses to the epidemic in Liberia, Guinea, and Sierra Leone, emphasizing key...
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SAS 9.1.3 Language Reference: Dictionary, 3-Volume SetSAS Institute, 2004
New and enhanced features in Base SAS save you time, effort, and system resources by providing faster processing and easier data access and management, more robust analysis, and improved data presentation.

	 By using new SAS system options that enable threading and the use of multiple CPUs, the following SAS procedures take...
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High Performance Web Sites: Essential Knowledge for Front-End EngineersO'Reilly, 2007
Want your web site to display more quickly? This book presents 14 specific rules that will cut 25% to 50% off response time when users request a page. Author Steve Souders, in his job as Chief Performance Yahoo!, collected these best practices while optimizing some of the most-visited pages on the Web. Even sites that had already been highly...
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Electronic Health Record: Standards, Coding Systems, Frameworks, and InfrastructuresJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Discover How Electronic Health Records Are Built to Drive the Next Generation of Healthcare Delivery


	The increased role of IT in the healthcare sector has led to the coining of a new phrase "health informatics," which deals with the use of IT for better healthcare services. Health informatics applications often...
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Professional XML (Programmer to Programmer): 2nd EditionPeer Information Inc, 2001
Professional XML is aimed toward seasoned Web or general application developers as a guide for developing sophisticated, real-world XML solutions. It successfully meets the most pressing need for programmers new to XML by putting all of the various component technologies into clear context.
  The near boundless potential of XML also...
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Convergence of Project Management and Knowledge ManagementScarecrow Press, 2010

	Knowledge is power, but this is especially true for teams carrying out a project. As in other arenas, the effective use of knowledge is possible only if it is readily accessible, well organized, properly analyzed, and competently disseminated to meet the project needs. Knowledge gained from project failures or successes is vital for the long...
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DevOps for Web DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2016

	About This Book

	
		Overcome the challenges of implementing DevOps for web applications, familiarize yourself with diverse third-party modules, and learn how to integrate them with bespoke code to efficiently complete tasks
	
		Understand how to deploy web applications for a variety of Cloud platforms such as...
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Dendritic Cells, Second Edition: Biology and Clinical ApplicationsAcademic Press, 2001

	Dendritic Cells, 2nd Edition is the new edition of the extremely successful book published in 1998. With the volume of literature on dendritic cells doubling every year, it is almost impossible to keep up. This book provides the most up-to-date synthesis of the literature, written by the very best authors. It is essential reading for...
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Real Web Project Management: Case Studies and Best Practices from the TrenchesAddison Wesley, 2002
The process of designing and building today's dynamic Web applications comes with a host of challenges not typically solved by traditional project management methodologies. A wealth of practical resources, Real Web Project Management: Case Studies and Best Practices from the Trenches is a book of solutions...
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Enterprise Software Delivery: Bringing Agility and Efficiency to the Global Software Supply ChainAddison Wesley, 2012

	Globalization, rapid technology churn, and massive economic shifts have made it more difficult than ever to deliver high-value enterprise software.


	 


	In   Enterprise Software Delivery,   IBM Distinguished Engineer Alan W. Brown guides...
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